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This paper highlights various advantages that confirmation-point residuals have over conventional model design-point residuals in assessing the adequacy of a response surface model fitted by regression techniques to a sample of experimental data. Particular advantages are highlighted for the case of design matrices that may be ill-conditioned for a given sample of data. The impact of both aleatory and epistemological uncertainty in response model adequacy assessments is considered.

I. Introduction

Substantial gains in aerospace testing productivity have been achieved in recent years by the application of response surface modeling methods in empirical investigations. Response surface models are mathematical relationships expressing various system responses of interest to the independent variables (also called “factors”) that influence those responses. For example, response surface models developed in wind tunnel testing typically describe such system responses as forces, moments, and pressures as a function of such factors as angle of attack, sideslip angle, Mach number, Reynolds number, and the deflection angle of various control surfaces. Qualitative variables, also called “categorical factors,” are also accommodated. These are independent variables constrained to a finite number of discrete states or levels so, for example, the state of the landing gear might be represented by a categorical factor that assumes the value of “0” when the gear is not deployed (“landing gear up”) and a value of “1” when the gear is deployed (“landing gear down”).

The concept of a “design space” (also called “inference space”) is used to graphically represent the factor combinations specified in a response surface modeling experiment. A design space is simply a coordinate system in which each axis corresponds to a different independent variable. Each point in this space, called a “site,” represents a unique combination of factor levels. We use the term “design site” or “model site” to describe factor combinations for which data are acquired to fit a response model. Other sites within the design space may be described variously as “off-design” sites, or, for a particular application that will receive considerable attention in this paper, “confirmation-point” sites.

Productivity enhancements in response surface modeling derive from the fact that the experimenter is not required to acquire data at every site of interest within the design space in order to estimate responses at those sites. If one acquires the minimum volume of data necessary to adequately establish a response model by some mathematical fitting process such as regression, then system responses at intermediate design space sites can be predicted using the model. It is not necessary to take the time or bear the expense of physically setting those intermediate factor combinations and measuring the corresponding responses.

The operative word in the preceding paragraph is “adequately.” For a response model to be regarded as “adequate,” it must be capable of predicting system responses for any combination of factor levels of interest, within a prescribed tolerance. As a practical matter, the process of generating a candidate response model from a sample of experimental data is not particularly difficult, as commonly available commercial software packages have automated this task. Most of the effort in developing a response model is not in generating the model in the first place, but in validating it once it is in hand.

There are numerous procedures available to test the adequacy of a candidate response model. Most of these entail an examination in one form or another of “residuals.” Residuals represent the difference between measured and predicted system responses at prescribed sites in the design space. Absent information obtained independent of the test in which the response model is developed, the only available information about the quality of a response model is derived from residuals, so this is a crucial topic for response surface modeling methods.
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The distributional properties of residuals are among the first properties to be examined. An adequate response model developed from independent measurements is expected to fare through points near the mean of a sample of responses that might be acquired at each site in the design space. Even if only one data point is acquired at a given site, it is regarded having been drawn from a sample of points that could have been acquired there, the mean of which would correspond to the model prediction at that site for a perfectly fitted model. Any departure of a measured response from that mean would be attributed to ordinary random experimental error for such a model, so residuals of well-fitted response models are expected to be drawn from a normal population by the Central Limit Theorem. We therefore invoke various tests for the normality of the residual distribution. The presence of a significant systematic component of the sample variance that remains unexplained by the response model is regarded as a Lack of Fit (LOF) error, and interpreted as evidence of an inadequate response model\textsuperscript{9,10}.

The residuals are examined for other patterns as well, typically using graphical methods that display them as a function of predicted response, as a function of each factor level, as a function of elapsed acquisition time, and in any other way that the experimenter believes will be revealing. A comprehensive exposition of the types of available tests is beyond the scope of this paper, but standard references on response surface modeling describe such tests in detail\textsuperscript{11-13}.

Finally, the magnitude of the residuals is assessed, typically by comparing some summary statistic such as the standard deviation of the residuals to a tolerance specification that defines adequate modeling precision. If the model is adequate in other respects but simply lacks the requisite precision, and this assessment is made during the execution of the test, additional replicates can be specified to further cancel experimental error.

Residuals used to assess the adequacy of a response model have been historically estimated at the design space sites where the fitted data were acquired. We refer to these as “model residuals.” Having fitted a candidate response model to a sample of experimental data acquired at specific sites within the design space, model residuals are computed by subtracting response predictions from response measurements at those sites.

It is unfortunate that model residuals have the potential to understate the uncertainty associated with a fitted response model. This is because the regression methods used to develop response models typically generate a vector of regression coefficients that are optimized in a least squares sense. That is, the coefficients are chosen to minimize the sum of squared residuals across all model design sites. This produces the smallest possible average squared residual across all sites used in the regression, which is commonly regarded as an effective metric for the quality of the response model.

However, the model must make adequate response predictions at other sites within the design space besides those where the data used to fit the model were acquired. For this reason, a case is made in this paper for evaluating the response model by analyzing residuals from a sample of “confirmation points.” These are measurements made at other sites besides those used to fit the model. They are held in reserve for the express purpose of testing the predictive power of a candidate response model and are not used in the regression analysis or other computations that produce the model. Confirmation points provide a more stringent test of a regression response model. If a sufficient number of confirmation points are selected from randomly-chosen sites within the design space, a more realistic evaluation of the model’s general predictive capability can be made.

Examples of model and confirmation-point residuals for the same test are presented in Section II, illustrating typical differences in the associated standard errors and also certain additional insights afforded by confirmation points. Section III introduces the impact of multicollinearity and describes the special advantages of confirmation point residuals over model residuals when regressors are correlated. Section IV describes critical binomial analysis, a proposed methodology for quantitatively assessing residual magnitudes. Distinctions between aleatory and epistemological uncertainty in response model adequacy assessment are described in Section V. A few miscellaneous topics are selected for further discussion in Section VI, and concluding remarks are presented in Section VII.

II. Comparison of Model-Point and Confirmation-Point Residual

The number of terms, including the intercept, in a full \(d\)-th order polynomial in \(k\) factors can be computed as follows:

\[
p = \frac{d+k}{d!k!} \tag{1}
\]
The term count clearly grows rapidly with both the order of the model and the number of factors. A broad class of six-component force balances used in wind tunnel testing are typically calibrated with a second-order response model, and such models therefore have \((2+6)!/2!6! = 28\) terms if all terms are retained in the model. (A common analytical process makes tare corrections that drive the intercept through the origin, leaving 27 terms). Each term contributes to the prediction uncertainty in the response model. The unexplained prediction variance averaged over all sites in the design space for which fitted data were acquired is in fact directly proportional to the term count (Ref. 9, Appendix 3E):

\[
\text{Var} \hat{y} = \sigma^2 \left( \frac{\hat{\mu}}{n} \right)
\]

where the caret over \(y\) indicated a predicted response, \(n\) is the number of points fitted in the regression, and \(\sigma^2\) is the unexplained variance in the fitted data. Note that the term in parentheses is just the variance in the distribution of an \(n\)-point sample mean, and represents the average contribution of each term in the model to the average unexplained variance in model predictions, the square root of which is the standard error in the prediction (the “one-sigma uncertainty” in a model prediction). Clearly, all else being equal we prefer response models with the fewest terms (smallest \(p\)) possible.

Various methods have been devised to test the coefficients of a candidate response model with a view to possibly eliminating some of the model terms, thereby reducing prediction uncertainty. The criterion for retention in the model is typically that the value of the regression coefficient must be sufficiently large compared to the uncertainty in estimating it that it can be regarded as non-zero with some prescribed level of confidence (95%, say).

A. A balance calibration example

The author recently participated in a comparative evaluation of two software systems, each using somewhat different algorithms to objectively reduce the term count in a candidate response model\(^1\). A 28-term balance calibration model was used as the starting point, representing the best fit by each software system to a set of data from a balance calibration experiment. Each software system then identified subsets of these 28 terms with signal-to-noise ratios small enough to justify dropping them to reduce prediction uncertainty. The standard deviation in a set of 25 confirmation-point residuals was then computed for each resulting reduced model and used to evaluate the two model reduction methods.

The confirmation-point sites were distributed at random throughout the six-dimensional design space of the calibration experiment. Except under one set of circumstances that will be described in more detail in Section III, both model reduction methods resulted in nearly identical reduced models, with identical retained terms for a number of balance force and moment response models, and small differences in other models that nonetheless resulted in response predictions that were nearly identical. We revisit those results here to compare residuals from the 25 randomly selected confirmation points with model residuals estimated in the usual way at sites where the measurements were made that were used to fit the response model.

Figure 1 was prepared by computing the standard deviation (“one sigma”) of both the model- and confirmation-point residuals for each of the six force and moment reduced response models developed from the balance calibration data using one of the two software systems under evaluation\(^2\). Each standard deviation was then doubled to approximate a 95% prediction interval half-width. To facilitate comparisons across multiple response variables with differing sensitivities, each “two-sigma” value was then normalized by the full-scale output of the corresponding response variable.

Figure 1 indicates that uncertainties are less than a quarter percent of full-scale for all six force and moment response models. This is a common criterion for an acceptable level of uncertainty, so we conclude that the response models developed for all six forces and moments feature acceptable levels of uncertainty not only at the model sites where data were acquired to fit the response models, but at other randomly selected sites throughout the design space.

We note also that as expected, the uncertainty estimated at randomly selected confirmation-point sites is somewhat greater than the uncertainty estimated at the model regression sites where the regression algorithm minimizes the sum of squared residuals. The larger uncertainty estimates based on the confirmation-point residuals are believed to be more representative of the true uncertainty, and represent a more conservative uncertainty estimate.
It is not clear from Fig. 1 whether the larger confirmation-point variance is attributable to a few isolated outliers, or if it is a general phenomenon that model prediction error is larger at off-design points than at the sites where the regression data were acquired. Figure 2 displays all model residuals and all confirmation-point residuals for the normal force model of Fig. 1, revealing that larger errors at off-design points does indeed appear to be a general phenomenon, at least for this particular system response.

Figure 2. Model and confirmation-point residuals for the normal force response model in a balance calibration.
Figure 2 shows that both the model and the confirmation-point residuals are symmetrically distributed about a common mean of zero, suggesting a good fit of the model to the data. The model residuals are approximately contained within a range of ±1 microV/V, while the confirmation-point residuals appear to lie within a somewhat wider range – about ±2 microV/V. Uncertainty estimates in this case that are based on model residuals therefore understate the uncertainty that will be associated with general model predictions by roughly a factor of two.

![Graphs showing model and confirmation-point residuals](image)

**Figure 3.** Model and confirmation-point residuals for force and moment models in a balance calibration.

Figure 3 presents residuals estimated at model sites and at randomly-selected confirmation-point sites for all six forces and moments in the calibration analysis described here. Note that same general trends are evident for all the responses. The models for each system response appear to be adequate based on the symmetry of positive and negative errors displayed in this figure, but in general the confirmation-point residuals appear to be uniformly scattered over a range that is somewhat greater than the model residuals, as Fig. 1 indicates.

**B. A second balance calibration example**

We have contrasted residuals estimated at independent confirmation-point sites within the design space with those estimated in the usual way at sites where the regression data were acquired. Results of a balance calibration experiment suggested that residuals from arbitrarily selected sites within the design space reveal rather more information about the quality of the calibration than conventional regression residuals. These results were based on calibration data acquired with a manual dead-weight loading system. We continue this comparison of residuals with another set of balance calibration data, this one acquired with an automated balance calibration machine.

Dead-weight loading systems rely upon the force of gravity acting upon a certified mass that is hung via a system of pulleys for which the alignment can be established precisely using a high-precision theodolite with a telescopic sight. Automated balance calibration machines use hydraulic actuators to apply a programmed schedule of force and moment loads to a balance mounted in the machine, logging electrical outputs from the balance for each applied load combination.

The relative virtues of manual dead-weight loading methods for balance calibration vs. automated balance machine methods are a topic of sometimes passionate debate among devotees of each method. The merits of this debate are beyond the scope of the current paper, but the advantages of each method are briefly summarized here: Dead-weight loading proponents cite the reliability of a method that depends on little else for an accurate calibration than the acceleration of gravity, for which corrections for local geological mass concentrations are made to further improve accuracy. They express concern over the requirement for precise component alignment in an automated balance machine. Those who prefer the automated balance machine approach note that alignment issues can be resolved by the careful attention of a skilled practitioner, and point to the large volume of data that can be acquired with relatively little effort and direct operating cost, and in a relatively short period of time, compared to manual loading methods.
For the purposes of this paper we are less interested in the merits of the two calibration methods than an exploration of what additional information is provided when the calibration model is evaluated with confirmation-point residuals in addition to design-point residuals. To explore this question, design-point residuals were computed for reduced quadratic balance calibration models developed from a calibration experiment in which 1906 loading combinations were applied with an automated balance calibration machine. An equal number of confirmation points were selected at random from a universe of 10,121 available check loads that were set during this experiment, covering various combinations of low and high loading sequences.

Figure 4 compares the unexplained variance of design-point and confirmation-point residuals for calibration models developed for the six component response outputs of the balance. Note that unlike Fig. 1, these results show no systematic difference between confirmation and model residuals.
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**Figure 4.** Comparison of model- and confirmation-point residuals from an automated balance calibration experiment.

![Figure 5](image2.png)

**Figure 5.** Confirmation point and conventional model design-point residuals for response model R1. Calibration data from automated balance calibration machine.
One explanation for the difference may be the density with which the design space is covered with calibration and confirmation points in an automated balance calibration. For the high-density coverage made possible by an automated calibration machine, the smaller difference between the variance in confirmation-point and conventional design-point residuals is in harmony with an intuitive expectation that variance differences depend on the average distance between confirmation and design point sites in the design space.

Just as in the case of the manual dead-weight loading calibration described in the previous subsection, we present in Fig. 5 all model residuals and all confirmation-point residuals for one of the individual response models of Fig. 4; namely, R1. Figure 5 confirms the result displayed in Fig. 4, that there appears to be no significant difference in the variance of confirmation point residuals and conventional model design-point residuals for this response. However, Fig. 5 does reveal an apparent bias shift of the confirmation point residuals with respect to the model residuals.

While design-point residuals are guaranteed to have a mean of zero due to the nature of the regression calculations, the mean of confirmation point residuals are not constrained to be zero. Nonetheless, for a substantial number of residuals acquired from sites distributed more or less uniformly throughout the design space, one would expect confirmation point residual means to be very nearly zero. We see in Fig. 6 that bias shifts appear in other responses besides R1. The shift for R3 is especially evident.

To quantify the mean shift in confirmation point residuals with respect to zero, all 1906 residuals for each of the six responses were averaged. A tolerance level was computed for each response equal to 0.25% of the full scale output for that response, and the bias shifts were expressed as a percentage of that tolerance. Fig. 7 displays the results.

Fig. 7 suggests that the mean confirmation point residuals differ from zero by an amount that is a substantial fraction of the calibration error budget. This shift is benign if it is coincidental, due only to the selection of an unlucky combination of confirmation point sites for which ordinary random errors happened to have been mostly of the same sign. But if it is evidence of some systematic error, then that error should be taken into account in estimating the uncertainty of the balance calibration.

Figure 8 compares the mean of the 1906 confirmation point residuals displayed in Fig. 7 for the automated balance calibration machine, with the mean of the 25 confirmation point residuals acquired in the dead weight calibration described in the previous section. The mean shift for the automated balance calibration machine appears to be generally greater than for the hand-loaded calibration. This is probably not attributable to differences in the balances and does not reflect on balance precision, per se. Those factors would impact the variance in the residuals.
not their means. A shift in mean confirmation point residuals suggests a block effect, attributable to a systematic difference between the mean of measurements made in one block of time and the mean of measurements made in another.

Figure 7. Magnitude of average confirmation-point residual for an automated balance calibration machine, as a percent of a tolerance level of 0.25% of full scale output.

Figure 8. Comparison of confirmation-point residual means for an automated balance calibration machine and a dead weight, hand-loaded calibration.

One possible explanation for these bias shifts is that in an automated balance calibration, the check loads are acquired in runs consisting of a large number of individual data points that share a common set-up and alignment. If there is any alignment error, this error does not cancel from point to point, but impacts all of the check loads in that run.

In any case, the use of check-load confirmation-point residuals to test the predictive power of a candidate calibration model can reveal such shifts if the check loads are acquired in different runs for which different machine setups are used. These block effects provide additional insight into the uncertainty that is likely to be associated with a given balance machine calibration performed at other times and with other setups and alignments. These results suggest that it would be a good practice to block the calibration experiment into a number of runs for which the balance is realigned independently. This would permit any realignment errors to be easily detected and also easily quantified, resulting in a more realistic estimate of the true calibration uncertainty.
It has not been the intent of this analysis to reach general conclusions about the relative merits of automated and manual balance calibration methods, and indeed such conclusions cannot be reliably inferred from a comparison of only two calibrations, each on a different balance. Each calibration method has its strengths and its weaknesses. The intent here has been to simply show how independent confirmation point residuals can provide greater insights into the true uncertainty in a response modeling experiment than is afforded by design-point model residuals alone.

III. The Impact of Multicollinearity

There is an especially pathological situation that can occur in which design-point residuals present a particularly erroneous assurance of the quality of a response model’s general predictive capability. This is the case in which significant multicollinearity is in play. Under these circumstances, confirmation point residuals have an especially useful role to play.

A. A pedagogical illustration

We illustrate the multicollinearity case with an elementary example based on a subset of lift data acquired in a recent wind tunnel test and extracted from a larger sample of data to facilitate this illustration. The central points that are illustrated in this simple example will then be revisited in a more realistic case in the next subsection.

Consider the lift data in Table 1, which displays a number of lift coefficients ($C_L$) and the angles of attack (AoA) at which they were acquired.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AoA</th>
<th>$C_L$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.0365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.01</td>
<td>0.7672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>0.7713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>0.7604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>0.7702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These data are from a pre-stall lift polar. We know from experience that such a polar can often be represented adequately as a quadratic function of angle of attack, assuming as in this case that the highest angle of attack to be fitted is sufficiently below the stall angle. (The closer we encroach upon the stall angle, the higher the order of polynomial that is generally required to achieve a good fit.) The data in Table 1 can be fitted with a quadratic model, as follows:

$$Y = -0.4750 + 0.2817x - 0.0132x^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The adjusted $R^2$ statistic for this curve fit, indicating what fraction of the total variance is explained by the model, has a value of 0.9999. A value of 1 indicates a perfect model, suggesting that a quadratic model fits the data well. However, a simple plot of the data as in Fig. 9 is enough to raise suspicions.

While in principle there are a sufficient number of unique angle of attack levels in Table 1 to support as high as a $5^{th}$-order polynomial, these angles actually cluster in only two rather tightly packed groups around nominally 2° and 15° angle of attack. From a simple inspection of Fig. 9 it is clear that a first order model would therefore fit the measured data essentially as well as the quadratic model, providing an equivalent level of predictive capability for the angles of attack that were fitted. A first-order model would also avoid the excessively elaborate mid-range structure of the quadratic model on display in Fig. 9, which is unsupported by any data in the range between 2° and 15°. Figure 10 displays such a first-order fit.

The inadequacy of the quadratic model for fitting the data of Table 1 is even more clearly revealed by displaying its 95% confidence interval, as in Fig. 11, prepared with the aid of commercially available analysis software that generates such intervals automatically\(^{15}\). Clearly there are many quadratic curves that could fit within these limits. Since the width of the confidence interval contracts significantly in the region where there is actual data, quadratic response models that fall within the confidence interval of Fig. 11 would generally pass close to the plotted data in this figure. This includes the special case in which the coefficient of the quadratic term is zero and the response is
first order, as in Fig. 10. For this reason, model residuals obtained at design-point sites where fitted data were acquired will be small, providing a false sense of model adequacy in this instance.

**Figure 9.** Quadratic fit to sample of lift data.

**Figure 10.** First-order fit to sample of lift data.

**Figure 11.** Quadratic response model (solid line) with 95% confidence interval (dashed lines).
The confidence interval for the quadratic model is large because the uncertainties in the model coefficients are large. To understand why this is so requires a brief review of the mathematics of regression analysis.

The lift coefficient numbers in the right-hand column of Table 1 comprise a response vector, \( \mathbf{Y} \), and if we also represent the three regression coefficients in Eq. (1) as a vector, \( \mathbf{b} \), we can then compute \( \mathbf{b} \), given \( \mathbf{Y} \), by this formula:

\[
\mathbf{b} = \mathbf{X}'\mathbf{X}^{-1}\mathbf{X}'\mathbf{Y}
\]  

(4)

where \( \mathbf{X} \) is the design matrix. The design matrix has \( p \) columns and \( n \) rows, where \( p \) is the number of terms in the model to be fitted (including the intercept) and \( n \) is the number of data points to be fitted to the model. For the case of a quadratic model in one variable being fitted to the data of Table 1, \( \mathbf{X} \) has six rows and three columns.

There is one row in \( \mathbf{X} \) for each data point that is being fitted and one column for each term in the model. In the present case of a polynomial in one variable, \( x \), the elements in each column are computed by raising \( x \) to an exponent corresponding to the order of the term represented by that column, where \( x \) in this case is the angle of attack. The column corresponding to the first-order term in the quadratic model simply contains values equal to \( x \), or the angles of attack themselves, as displayed in the left-hand column of Table 1. The column corresponding to the second-order term in the quadratic model contains values equal to \( x^2 \), the square of the angles of attack. The column corresponding to the intercept, or "0º-order term" of the model, contains the angles of attack each raised to the 0th power, and therefore simply consists of a column of 1s. The design matrix, \( \mathbf{X} \), for a quadratic polynomial in one variable fitted to the data of Table 1 is therefore as follows:

\[
\mathbf{X} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
1.0000 & 2.0100 & 4.0401 \\
1.0000 & 2.0200 & 4.0804 \\
1.0000 & 15.0100 & 225.3001 \\
1.0000 & 15.0200 & 225.6004 \\
1.0000 & 15.0600 & 226.8036 \\
1.0000 & 15.0500 & 226.5025 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The \( \mathbf{X}'\mathbf{X} \) matrix that must be inverted in Eq. (4) is then

\[
\mathbf{X}'\mathbf{X} = 1.00e+005 \times 
\begin{bmatrix}
0.0001 & 0.0006 & 0.0091 \\
0.0006 & 0.0091 & 0.1361 \\
0.0091 & 0.1361 & 2.0443 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Note that every element in the third column of the \( \mathbf{X}'\mathbf{X} \) matrix is approximately a constant (15.0 ± 0.2) times the corresponding element in the second column. This means that columns 2 and 3 are very nearly linearly dependent. We would say in this case that there is a high degree of multicollinearity among the columns. This makes the \( \mathbf{X}'\mathbf{X} \) matrix very nearly singular, so that inverting it to obtain reliable estimates of the regression coefficients in Eq. (4) is problematical.

The \( \mathbf{X}'\mathbf{X} \) matrix would be exactly singular if there was a perfectly linear dependence involving two or more columns, in which case its inverse would not exist and there would be an infinite number of solutions to Eq. (4) rather than a single, unique solution. In the present case in which the \( \mathbf{X}'\mathbf{X} \) matrix is merely ill-conditioned but not perfectly singular, a large number of solutions exist for Eq. (4) as reflected by the wide prediction interval displayed in Fig. 11 that can accommodate so many such solutions, and there is no way to identify which one represents the true dependence of lift coefficient on angle of attack. Putting this a different way, multicollinearity introduces uncertainty in the regression coefficients and therefore in the response predictions. We say that the variance associated with estimates of each regression coefficient is inflated as a result of multicollinearity, causing the higher uncertainty.

We can relieve the multicollinearity in this example by dropping the quadratic term from the model. This minimizes the range of unique coefficient combinations that satisfy the equation for \( \mathbf{b} \), and therefore restricts the number of response models that can fit the data. The reduced design matrix produces an \( \mathbf{X}'\mathbf{X} \) matrix that is not ill-
conditioned. Absent multicollinearity effects, the 95% confidence interval upon which the resulting first-order curve fit is centered (Fig. 10) collapses to such a narrow range that it cannot be resolved graphically. That is, within the resolution limits of the figure, the upper and lower limits of the 95% confidence interval for the response model plotted in Fig. 10 cannot be distinguished from the model itself.

This modeling uncertainty associated with the quadratic model of Fig. 11 is difficult to detect by an examination of design-point residuals only. The contracting confidence intervals make it clear that a wide range of poor response models would display relatively small residuals near the model design points. The practical consequence of multicollinearity is that while a large number of response models will fit the design-site data, only the “true” combination of coefficients will also predict off-design points adequately. This is the essential rationale for using confirmation points to assess the adequacy of a candidate response model, rather than relying entirely upon residuals obtained at model design points.

We inject the usual warning that extrapolation outside the range of fitted data is not recommended, even when multicollinearity is not in play. We also note that the data in Table 1, even as fitted in Fig. 10, do not present a compelling case for a true first-order response model. A higher density of data within the design space would be needed to explore the true functional dependence of lift coefficient on angle of attack over these ranges. However, while a higher density of data would in this case be necessary to assure an adequate response model, it would not be sufficient to do so. As we will show in the next subsection, a higher density of data points is not a guaranteed defense against multicollinearity effects, and it is still possible with a relatively high volume of data to fit an inadequate response model for which small residuals are nonetheless obtained at the model design points. In such cases, confirmation-point residuals are especially important to realistically assess the adequacy of a response model.

B. Confirmation points in the presence of multicollinearity

Section II described a comparative evaluation of two software systems in which the author recently participated, each using different algorithms to objectively identify insignificant terms in a balance calibration response model. As noted in that section, this is useful because the quality of a balance calibration can be enhanced substantially, and at essentially no extra cost, by eliminating terms that contribute more to the unexplained variance than to the explained variance in a sample of calibration data. The same is true for response models describing any other type of system response; whether they are forces, moments, and pressures in a wind tunnel test, loads in a structural dynamics test, temperatures in a propulsion system exhaust test, or any other type of system response that is to be modeled as a function of specified independent variables.

![Figure 12. Single Vector System for balance calibration.](image)

In the software evaluation exercise noted above, residuals at 25 randomly selected confirmation-point sites were used to evaluate response models produced when balance calibration data were analyzed by each of the two software
systems under study. Standard deviations of these residuals were compared for a number of data sets representing different noise environments and different experiment designs. To focus on the comparison of design-point and confirmation-point residuals in Section II of this paper, all results presented in that section were obtained with the same software system, eliminating this as a confounding factor in the comparison of residuals that is of interest in this paper. We now revisit the original software comparison study to highlight an additional facet of that investigation that sheds light on the relative effectiveness of design-point and confirmation-point residuals in evaluating the adequacy of response models.

One of the balance calibration data sets used for comparison was acquired with advanced dead weight loading hardware known as a Single Vector System (SVS)\(^6\). The Single Vector System, shown in Fig. 12, allows complex combinations of forces and moments to be applied to a balance under calibration, which facilitates the use of formally designed experiments for balance calibration. This results in significant improvements in both quality and productivity.

When the Single Vector System is used to calibrate a balance, a certified mass is hung for each data point from a prescribed offset point and at a prescribed three-dimensional angle with respect to the coordinate system of the balance. This imparts three force components and three moment components to the balance, allowing a greater variety of simultaneous loads than a conventional manual loading system and facilitating very efficient response surface modeling calibration experiments. By applying all six loads simultaneously on every data point rather than one or two at a time as is typical with conventional manual loading systems, the SVS system forces each data point to “work harder” by conveying more information per data point. The result is a dramatic reduction in the number of loads required to calibrate a balance and a corresponding reduction in time and direct operating cost. There are fewer sources of systematic error in play with the SVS system, and the system facilitates a number of quality assurance tactics (randomization, replication, blocking) that are not as practical to implement with conventional systems\(^6\).

While the SVS balance calibration system has a number of significant advantages, there is one complication that must be taken into account in analyzing the data. The total force vector is always orthogonal to the total moment vector in a SVS loading\(^5\). As a consequence, the dot product of the two vectors is zero, leading to the following constraint among three interaction terms that could each be retained in a candidate balance calibration equation:

\[
F_x M_x + F_y M_y + F_z M_z = 0
\]  
\[5\]

where \(F_i\) is the \(i\)th component of the force vector and \(M_i\) is the moment component about that force axis. In a common coordinate system in which \(F_x\), \(F_y\), and \(F_z\) are the normal, axial, and side force components of the total force vector, \(M_x\), \(M_y\), and \(M_z\) would correspond to yawing moment, rolling moment, and pitching moment, respectively.

If all three force-moment interaction terms are retained in a candidate response model, only two of the three can be independent. The third term must automatically satisfy the constraint equation, which introduces severe multicollinearity (perfect multicollinearity, except for experimental error) if all three interaction terms are judged to be significant. Model predictions will be poor in this case unless the multicollinearity is resolved by dropping one of the terms from the model. This is easy enough to do when the analyst is aware of the potential problem; dropping any one of the three terms resolves the multicollinearity issue with no significant loss of useful information, since in any model featuring two of the terms, the third term conveys no unique information. The decision as to which term to drop in those instances in which all three terms are candidates is often facilitated by a knowledge of the design characteristics of the specific balance being calibrated.

This particular quirk of the SVS system provided a serendipitous opportunity to demonstrate the impact of multicollinearity on the assessment of response model results when only design-point residuals are available, compared to the case in which independent confirmation points can be used. One of the software systems under evaluation originally had no means to detect multicollinearity, and produced recommended response models for pitching moment and yawing moment that featured all three correlated force-moment interaction terms. The other software system displayed multicollinearity metrics for each candidate term in the model, allowing the analyst to identify the correlated terms, manually drop one of them from the model, and re-compute the regression coefficients for a new model for which the multicollinearity issue was thus resolved.

Figure 13 displays terms that were retained and those that were rejected for the six force and moment calibration response models that were developed by each software system. Filled cells indicate terms that were retained and empty (white) cells indicate rejected terms. The axial force, pitching moment, and side force models developed by the two software systems were identical, and the normal force models differed by only a single regressor. (There
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was a first-order side force term in the normal force model developed by one software system that was not in the other, but the coefficients were distributed such that there was no significant difference in response predictions.

The pitching moment and yawing moment models developed by the two software systems differed substantially. The software system with no multicollinearity screening retained all three of the correlated regressors in each model (red cells in Fig. 13), and failed in each model to detect as significant a first-order rolling moment term that was

Figure 13. Response model terms retained (filled squares) and rejected (white squares) by the software system with no multicollinearity screening (on the left) and the one that screened for multicollinearity (on the right). Red squares indicate correlated regressors.

Figure 14. Pitching moment residuals with and without collinear regressors. a) No significant difference in conventional design-point residuals; b) Significant difference at off-design confirmation-point sites

The pitching moment and yawing moment models developed by the two software systems differed substantially. The software system with no multicollinearity screening retained all three of the correlated regressors in each model (red cells in Fig. 13), and failed in each model to detect as significant a first-order rolling moment term that was
identified as significant by the other software system. (Note that significant first-order rolling moment terms were identified by both software systems for all other models). We now examine the impact of these model differences on response predictions made at the regression model design sites, and again at independent, randomly selected confirmation-point sites.

Figure 14 illustrates how multicollinearity affected the pitching moment response models. Figure 14a reveals that when the residuals are obtained at model design-point sites, no significant difference can be detected between the model that retained correlated regressors and the model that rejected them. Fig. 14b tells an entirely different story, however, when the residuals are obtained at random confirmation points. The confirmation-point residuals are quite large for the model that retained the correlated regressors, but they remain quite small for the model with no significant multicollinearity. The effect of multicollinearity is clear for the pitching moment response models. When multicollinearity is in play, good fits are apparently only achieved for the data used to fit the model, and not for general combinations of independent variable levels.

Figure 15 displays the effect of retaining correlated regressors in the yawing moment response model. We see the same effect as in the pitching moment model. The pitching moment response model with correlated regressors seem capable of predicting pitching moment reasonably well only at the design-space sites where data were acquired to fit the model. It predicts relatively poorly for more general combinations of independent variables. The pitching moment model without correlated regressors appears to predict responses relatively well at factor combinations for which the regression data were acquired, but also at other sites within the design space. This is, of course, the kind of robust predictive behavior that we seek.

The simplified example used earlier to describe the impact of multicollinearity on response surface model construction was intentionally contrived for pedagogical reasons, but the current example is one in which undetected multicollinearity could in fact have a severe negative impact in an actual experimental situation. As in the simple example presented earlier, the root of the problem is that correlated regressors inflate the variance associated with estimates of the regression coefficients, increasing the uncertainty in estimating them. The result is a specific model that is simply drawn from a large family of candidate models, many differing substantially from each other. Substantial prediction uncertainty can result when such a model is applied to predict system responses for a specific combination of factor levels.

IV. Critical Binomial Analysis of Residuals

This paper has focused on the importance of confirmation-point residuals for assessing the adequacy of candidate response models. Regardless of where within the design space the residuals are obtained, it is useful to have some objectively quantitative process for determining when the residuals are constrained within acceptable limits. On the face of it, this does not seem to be a terribly difficult idea to implement. There is a prediction interval centered on the response level predicted by the model for a given combination of independent variables, within
which a measured value is expected to fall with a prescribed probability. We can specify the combination of independent variables for which we wish to test the model, compute the upper and lower limits of a prediction interval at this point, make a measurement there, and see if the measurement falls within the prediction interval or not. If it does, this would provide evidence of an adequate model, and if it does not, this would seem to be evidence of an inadequate model.

The problem with this idea is that, as noted, there is a probability associated with any prediction interval. We speak of the “95% prediction interval,” for example, which describes a range of predicted response levels within an individual measurement is expected to fall 95% of the time. There is thus an expectation of a failed test for one trial in twenty on average, even for an adequate model. Failures may suggest some imperfection in the model, but they may also simply reflect experimental error in the measured confirmation points. To account for the stochastic nature of the problem, we may therefore simply resolve to define model adequacy in terms of the percentage of residuals that lie within their corresponding prediction intervals, allowing for some realistic number of failed tests, but with some expectation of a specified fraction of successes if the model is indeed capable of making reliable response predictions. This is in fact the general procedure that is advocated in this paper. We simply have to ask how many successes are necessary for a given number of trials to pronounce the model adequate.

The answer to this question is rather more elusive than it would seem it ought to be at first glance. After all, if we are using 95% prediction intervals to test the model, within which our claim is that there is a 95% probability that a measured point will fall, can we not simply define model adequacy in terms of a 95% success rate? That is, if we employ 100 confirmation points to test the model, are we not justified in demanding that 95 of these tests be successful? The answer to this question, regrettably, is “no.”

The problem with demanding 95 successes out of 100 when success is defined as a measurement that falls within a 95% prediction interval is that in this instance “95” is merely the expectation value for the number of successes. That is, if we conducted a large number of similar evaluations of an adequate model, we would expect to find 95 successes out of 100 more often than any other number of successes. But we would find in such a series of evaluations that 94 successes occurred almost as often as 95 successes, even when the model is perfectly adequate. Would we seriously reject a response model that predicted response levels within a prescribed tolerance level 94 times out of 100 but not 95 times out of 100? As a practical matter, a relatively small nudge to the limits of a 95% prediction interval would be sufficient to expand it incrementally to a 94% prediction interval, which would then allow the model to “pass the test” rigorously. In many circumstances, such an incremental increase in the prediction interval limits would have no practical impact on the quality of the model prediction.

This question of the minimum number of successful trials that are necessary to assert the adequacy of model can be grasped rather easily by asking how many times out of 100 trials a coin has to land on “heads” to be declared “fair” (that is, not weighted). The expectation value is 50 (neglecting pedantic appeals to account for the probability that it will land on its edge), but surely a fair coin could easily land on heads 49 times out of 100, or 48, or 47. If it never landed on heads, or did so only one or two times, then clearly we would say it is weighted. So something in between is a rational criterion. We can appeal to the binomial probability distribution for such a criterion.

The coin toss problem and the prediction interval test are both examples of a binomial process that is characterized by a specified number of trials, an assumed probability of success that is the same for each trial, and, and an observed number of successes. There is a probability distribution that describes this process, which has in common with other probability distributions a family of Critical Values corresponding to specified probability levels. In the case of the coin toss problem, the critical value associated with 95% confidence is 42 when there are 100 trials for which the probability of success on any one trial is 0.5. This means that in 100 tosses of a fair coin, there is a 95% probability that not less than 42 (and by symmetry, not more than 58) of the tosses will be “heads.” If you actually did flip a coin 100 times and found that there were fewer than 42 “heads” (or, again by symmetry, fewer than 42 “tails”), you would be entitled to infer that the coin did not have a 50% probability of landing on “heads,” with no more than a 5% probability of an inference error. We call “42” in this example the “Critical Binomial Number.” Critical Binomial Numbers are tabulated in standard statistical references, or they can be computed with readily available software. The CRITBINOM workbook function in Excel returns the Critical Binomial Number, for example (=CRITBINOM(100,0.5,0.05) returns the value 42).

To apply a critical binomial analysis in response model adequacy testing, we simply require a critical binomial number of successes in a specified number of trials, where “success” is defined as a confirmation point that falls within a given prediction interval. To evaluate the software systems described in this paper, we used 25 residuals (25 total trials) in conjunction with a 95% prediction interval. Therefore our claim (for an adequate model) was that the probability of success on any one trial was 95%. We wished to make inferences about the adequacy of the models we tested with which we could be 99% confident. The corresponding Critical Binomial Number is 21. The process, then, was to count how many confirmation points out of a total of 25 fell within the 95% prediction interval that was
computed individually for each combination of confirmation-point factor levels. (This interval varies with location in the design space, tending to be somewhat larger than its average near the design space boundaries and somewhat smaller near the center of the design space.) Any model with fewer than 21 successes could be declared inadequate, in the sense that there was less than a 1% chance that the true 95% prediction interval was as narrow (precise) as we claimed.

This begs a further question, which is one about how much precision is actually required to meet the objectives of an experimental investigation. We address this question in the following section.

V. Aleatory and Epistemological Uncertainty in Response Model Adequacy Assessment

There is always some uncertainty as to the true dispersion in an experimental result since estimates are inevitably made from finite samples of measurements, each carrying some degree of experimental error. This issue has been addressed on some level in the prior section, but there is in fact another element of uncertainty that impacts (or should impact) the assessment of response model adequacy. That is the fact that even for the most unambiguously documented precision requirements, there necessarily remains some uncertainty in the statement of the requirements themselves. We simply acknowledge here the distinction between aleatory uncertainty, dealing with the kinds of chance variations that characterize individual measurements in an experiment and about which the bulk of this paper has been concerned, and epistemological uncertainty, which has been defined in an engineering context as a “lack of knowledge about the appropriate value to use for a quantity that is assumed to have a fixed value in the context of a specific application.”

It has been the author’s experience for over forty years that experimentalists often display an almost congenital inability to articulate specific precision requirements for a test they plan to undertake. When asked how good a result is required, in at least half of the encounters the author has experienced in his career, the experimentalist does not even seem to understand the question. The most common responses range from a blank stare to an aggressively vacuous assertion that NO uncertainty is acceptable in a test as important as this one. On those occasions when the experimentalist does realistically comprehend the basic concept, specific assertions of precision requirements remain hard to extract. One is likely to hear that the experimentalist requires “the best that can be done,” or that response models should predict responses “within experimental error,” with no indication of the level of error that would be acceptable. These vague assertions make it difficult to implement an exit strategy based on achieving specific objectives.

It often seems that the experimentalist, for whatever reason, simply does not have a well-formed idea of what his specific precision requirements actually are. This epistemological uncertainty should be taken into account, along with the aleatory uncertainty associated with ordinary experimental error, in assessing the adequacy of a response model. It is not especially useful to assess whether a response model is capable of predicting drag coefficient in a wind tunnel test to within one count of drag with 95% confidence, if the “one drag count” requirement is at best vague, and at worst, entirely arbitrary.

Figure 16 presents a set of residuals associated with a pitching moment response model developed by the author from data acquired in a recent wind tunnel test. The red lines represent tolerance levels specified by the principal investigator, who required that the response model be able to predict pitching moment “within typical experimental error.” Further discussion lead to a consensus decision that the “experimental error” tolerance level would be defined as twice the standard deviation in a series of pitching moment replicates that had been acquired in a different wind tunnel test, and on a test article that was not the same as, but was generally similar to, the one for which the data in Fig. 16 were acquired. (This reliance on data from another test was necessitated by the lack of comparable replicates in the test being analyzed.)

The Critical Binomial Number for these 41 confirmation-point residuals was 35, assuming as a success criterion a 95% probability that a given residual was within tolerance, and that a 99% confidence level was required to infer an inadequate fit. Eight of the residuals in Fig. 16 are outside the tolerance limits, so the 33 successes achieved in 41 trials was insufficient to declare the model adequate in this test.

The green lines in Fig. 16 represent adjusted tolerance limits for which the critical binomial number test would have been successful and the model declared adequate, as these lines do encompass the Critical Binomial Number of 35 residuals. Moving the tolerance limits from the red lines to the green lines represents a very small adjustment, and as a practical matter it is unlikely that an experimenter who would be satisfied by a precision interval represented by the red lines would find the green lines totally unsatisfactory. This would be true in any case, but especially in the current not-uncommon situation in which the tolerance limits were so vaguely specified (“within typical experimental error”) and so imprecisely quantified (based on replicates from a different test article in a different wind tunnel test). Figure 16 illustrates the role of epistemological uncertainty in the adequacy assessment.
of a response model; adequacy decisions must often be made when we cannot rationally identify a make-or-break acceptance criterion.

Sophisticated methods have been proposed to account for epistemological uncertainty in experimental research\(^\text{18}\), with much of it based on the Dempster-Schafer evidence theory extension of Bayesian subjective probability\(^\text{19,20}\). However, a considerably less sophisticated analysis may be sufficient for the specific case of response model adequacy testing through residual analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 16. We have in this instance a specified variance criterion for which we have some uncertainty in the specification. Again we emphasize that this uncertainty is epistemological and not aleatory; it is not that there is uncertainty in the estimate of the variance that is of concern here (although surely there is such uncertainty), but rather, it is that there is uncertainty in the specification of the level of acceptable variance.

Since we are dealing with uncertainty in a specification of acceptable variance, it is useful to consider a reference distribution that governs how the variance is distributed under a null hypothesis that the true variance specification is what we assume it to be. In this instance, the null hypothesis is that the red lines in Fig. 16 truly do represent an interval with a half-width equal to twice the pitching moment coefficient’s population standard error, \(\sigma_0\), for this tunnel entry. The chi-square statistic is useful for testing this hypothesis:

\[
\chi^2 = \frac{n-1}{\sigma_0^2} \sum (s_i - \bar{s})^2
\]

where \(s\) is a sample standard deviation based on \(n-1\) degrees of freedom. This statistic has the usual chi-square probability distribution. The standard error in pitching moment upon which the red line interval in Fig. 16 was based was computed from a sample of \(n=10\) replicates, which corresponds to the mean of the 9-degree-of-freedom chi-square probability distribution shown in Fig. 17.

Critical values for the 0.05 significance level are marked with dashed lines in this figure, and the value of \(\chi^2\) for the pitching moment variance that just passes the Critical Binomial Number Test (green lines in Fig. 16) is labeled “CPM.” The critical values in Fig. 17 encompass an interval within which \(\chi^2\) values cannot be distinguished from the mean of this distribution with at least 95% confidence. We therefore infer that there is no significant difference between the standard error in pitching moment initially specified as a tolerance level for the Critical Binomial Number analysis (mean of the distribution), and the value needed to pass the Critical Binomial Number test (\(\chi^2\) value labeled “CPM”). This objective inference is in harmony with the intuitive expectation articulated earlier, that there could be no practical difference in the red and green precision intervals of Fig. 16.

The critical \(\chi^2\) values are tabulated in standard statistical references for specified significance levels and number of degrees of freedom. By inserting these values for \(\chi^2\) in Eq. (6) along with \(\sigma_0\), the standard error in the \(n=10\) pitching moment replicates used to estimate typical experimental error initially, one can compute a range within...
which standard error values are statistically indistinguishable from \( \sigma_0 \). This range comprises an uncertainty band about the upper and lower tolerance limits that reflects the uncertainty in estimating those limits, as Fig. 18 illustrates. Note that the red and green tolerance limits both fall within the uncertainty bands, suggesting one of those limits is as good as the other. That is, the limits for which the residuals pass the Critical Binomial Number test (green lines) are statistically indistinguishable from the original estimates of confidence interval limits (red lines).

**Figure 17.** Nine degree of freedom chi-square distribution showing critical values for the 0.05 significance level and value of \( \chi^2 \) for pitching moment variance that passes the Critical Binomial Number Test

**Figure 18.** Confirmation-point residuals for wind-tunnel pitching moment response model. Bands reflecting epistemological uncertainty in specifications of tolerance limits

---

VI. Discussion

A number of miscellaneous discussion points will be touched upon briefly in this section. See the earlier text for more detail on these points.

This paper has focused on the distinction between confirmation point residuals and residuals obtained from regression model design sites. The general conclusion is that confirmation point residuals provide a more stringent test of the adequacy of a response model. They are generally as large as or larger than design-point residuals and can
be substantially larger, especially when regressors are correlated. They also provide a more realistic test of the general function of the response model, which is to adequately predict responses at arbitrary combinations of factor levels within the design space and not just at the sites where the data were acquired that produced the models.

The experimenter should resist the temptation to offer his response models only in the most favorable light, by limiting residual analysis to the design space sites where such an analysis is likely to minimize indicated prediction uncertainty. By the same token, it is not especially useful to limit residual analysis only to the most challenging factor combinations—the extreme corners of the design space, for example. Such a test would roundly overstate the general prediction uncertainty of the model. The author recommends a policy of selecting confirmation-point residuals at random, which ensures a mixture of challenging and easier tests, and eliminates the natural human tendency to want to portray the model in either an especially good or an especially critical light.

In the analysis of balance calibration residuals obtained with an automated balance calibration machine, one advantage of confirmation point residuals over design point residuals that was more or less serendipitously discovered was that bias shifts could be detected in confirmation point runs acquired either before or after the calibration runs. Calibration residuals obtained through linear regression are guaranteed to feature a mean of zero but confirmation residuals are unconstrained and can feature non-zero means. For small samples of confirmation-point residuals a non-zero mean can be attributed to design-space site selection, but when nearly two thousand confirmation points are more or less symmetrically distributed over the design space as in this study, relatively large non-zero means are more likely to be associated with systematic biases in the confirmation-point data relative to the calibration data.

Bias shifts in an automated balance calibration may be due to small alignment differences from run to run. Alignment errors are not expected to introduce within-run variance and are therefore difficult to detect in a single calibration run. But if data acquired in other runs with the same balance are used to obtain confirmation point residuals, a component of variance is in fact introduced if the alignments are not identical across runs, and this can be detected and quantified. Such bias shifts highlight the disadvantages of repeat points over genuine replicates. Any set point errors due to slight misalignments become fossilized in all points acquired for a given machine setup, with no opportunities to cancel.

This characteristic of automated balance machine calibration does not represent a particularly serious problem if it is recognized, and if quality assurance tactics are adopted to compensate for this effect. The calibration test matrix should be organized in a series of blocks, with the balance realigned between blocks to intentionally induce any bias shifts attributable to any alignment changes. The number of blocks should be great enough to provide a statistically significant number of degrees of freedom to assess contributions of block effects to the unexplained variance. Loadings should be balanced within blocks as well, and randomized. Replicates consisting of identical loading combinations in different blocks can provide a direct estimate of block effects.

In an illustration used in an earlier section, correlated design matrix components were intentionally induced by improperly matching a proposed response model to the data acquired to fit it. While this example was intentionally exaggerated for pedagogical purposes, the same potential ambiguity always accompanies any mathematical representation of a finite sample of data. The true response behavior between measured data points is always open to question, no matter how large or small the intervening interval. This is another argument in favor of randomly selected confirmation points to test the adequacy of response models. Random confirmation points falling between regression design points can reveal lack of fit errors that could go undetected if residuals were limited to the design point sites.

There is a sense in which the distinction between aleatory and epistemological uncertainty with respect to response model adequacy assessment can seem redundant when the original tolerance limits for confirmation-point residuals are specified as “within experimental error.” In such a case the experimental error is commonly expressed as the product of a standard deviation of replicates and some coverage factor. The coverage factor depends on the number of degrees of freedom available to estimate the standard deviation, and reflects the fact that uncertainty in an estimate of variance is a function of the volume of data used to estimate it. The use of a coverage factor that depends on degrees of freedom may therefore seem to already account for the uncertainty in a specification of “typical experimental error,” in which case it may seem as if a further provision for “epistemological uncertainty” is unjustified.

The coverage factor reflects the uncertainty in estimating the experimental error. There is a further element of uncertainty, however, that represents how sure the principal investigator is that this is in fact the proper tolerance criterion in the first place. In the example treated in this paper, we computed tolerance levels by estimating the standard deviation in replicates acquired on a different model from a separate wind tunnel test. Even if that standard deviation estimate had been made with negligible uncertainty (if the calculation had been based on a very large volume of independent replicates, for example, so that the coverage factor approached an asymptotic limit), the
question remains as to whether standard errors based on data from a different wind tunnel test comprise an appropriate tolerance level for the present test. In this paper we address this uncertainty by identifying a range of statistically indistinguishable variance estimates drawn from a distribution whose mean corresponds to our best estimate of the tolerance level. But even if that estimate is perfect, there can still be some ambiguity as to how appropriate it is, which is reflected in the uneasiness that many experimentalists feel when asked to formally declare their inference error risk tolerance levels.

The accounting for epistemological uncertainty was linked in this study with aleatory uncertainty in a way that, upon reflection, is probably not entirely appropriate. The variance distribution used to characterize epistemological uncertainty was defined to have the same number of degrees of freedom as the best estimate of the standard deviation in the residual variance. It is probably more appropriate to assess the epistemological uncertainty independently, in terms of a number of degrees of freedom that reflects our confidence (“belief in”) the appropriateness of the specified tolerance level. If we assume that we know the tolerance level perfectly; that is, if our tolerance declaration rests effectively on an infinite number of degrees of freedom, then there is no epistemological uncertainty and the model adequacy assessment would be based entirely on the ordinary aleatory uncertainty that is reflected in the residual variance. This would be the case if the tolerance level was based on some specific certification limit, for example. In that case, the uncertainty bands in Fig. 18 could be quite narrow, approach a width of zero in the limit of absolute conviction as to the appropriateness of the tolerance declaration.

At the other extreme, for practical purposes the experimenter may have virtually no idea what tolerance limit to specify, in which case whatever tolerance he did declare could be assumed to rest on the equivalent of rather few degrees of freedom. The uncertainty bands in Fig. 18 could in that case be rather broad, and forgiving of fairly substantial deviations from a tolerance level specified with little conviction.

The specification of an equivalent number of degrees of freedom corresponding to some level of belief is beyond the author’s ability, although an expert in Dempster-Shafer evidence theory, for example, may not find the task so daunting. This excludes the author, unfortunately, who at this stage is more comfortable recognizing and articulating this aspect of the problem than offering a rigorously defensible solution. The basic idea, however, is easy to grasp. When a given model adequacy tolerance level is specified with some doubt as to its appropriateness, then other tolerance levels that are statistically indistinguishable should be considered at least as suitable. In a time-honored tradition of scientific inquiry, the author identifies this as a topic for future consideration.

VII. Concluding Remarks

This paper has considered various aspects of response surface model adequacy assessment, highlighting the following broad themes:

1) The fact that both adequate and inadequate models can predict well at design sites while only adequate models can consistently predict well at off-design sites suggests that confirmation-point residuals are a more reliable indicator of model adequacy than design-site residuals.
2) Since especially poor off-design predictions can result from correlated regressors that substantially inflate the variance of regression coefficients and therefore add significant prediction error, considerable effort should be expended to reduce multicollinearity as much as possible.
3) The assessment of response model adequacy by an analysis of residuals can be treated as a Bernoulli process in which each residual is regarded as a trial for which success is defined by the size of the residual relative to some prescribed tolerance level. A Critical Binomial Number of successes is evidence that response predictions are within tolerance.
4) Experimenters often do not have a firm idea as to what constitutes adequate performance in a response model. The assessment of response model adequacy must account for this epistemological uncertainty as well as ordinary aleatory uncertainty that derives from the random nature of independent experimental error.
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